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Barnett, Daniel

From:  Mary Lou Reiman [mlr.reiman@gmail.com]

Sent:   Wednesday, September 07,2011 7:18 AM

To:     McHattie, Brian; Barnett, Daniel; Ormond, Vince

Cc:     adam stewart; Brown, Dale; Darren & Jessica; David Gerry; Hilda Stepaniuk; Kim Dorman; Linda
Ritchie; Meltem Koseleci; Michael Vesselago; Sabrina Feser; Susan Millman

Subject: courtyard application for liquor license

Dear Brian, Daniel and Vince;

Until last evening, the Kirkendall Neighbourhood Association was under the impression that if the
Courtyard restaurant were to change ownership, a liquor license would require reapplication and the new
owner(s) would be required to go through a new application process. A future change of ownership was
the main concern at the recent community meeting about the Courtyard licensing (where no city
planning person was in attendance) and I regret that many of us were mistaken in presenting at that
meeting our belief that the policy would be as stated above. We learned only last evening that this is not
the case and that a new owner could simply have the license transferred. This concerns some of us and a
number of members of the community who feel the need to have this discussed and clarified before a
liquor license is granted to the Courtyard. Most are not opposed to the granting of a liquour license to
the Courtyard and that in and of itself, such action would not present problems; however, the possible
future change of ownership and simple transfer of that license becomes an important issue. We ask that
this be seriously addressed at the meeting of the committee of adjustment this morning. Unfortunately, I
am unable to attend as I have a medical appointment in Toronto.
I would like to send apologies to Mr. Bernstein for any difficulties this letter might present for him, but
the very new information received is of concern and must be addressed.

Sincerely,

Mary Lou Reiman
President
Kirkendall Neighbourhood Association
91 Ray St., South
Hamilton, ON
LSP 3V8
905-308-9678
mlr.reiman@gmail.com
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